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assistant to the provost, Office of the Executive Vice President and Provost  
 
OTHERS: Samiat Ajibola, student, College of Liberal Arts; Matthew Croft, director of 
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Tidball, director, Continuity and Compliance, Academic Support Resources; Sue Van Voorhis, 
associate vice provost and University registrar, Office of Undergraduate Education 
 
1. Quality of Graduate Advising 
Professor Thomas Chase, chair, called the meeting to order and turned the floor over to Scott 
Lanyon, vice provost and dean, Graduate Education. Lanyon asked for the committee’s feedback 
on his effort to increase accountability among faculty serving as graduate advisors. He noted that 
while the number of graduate students advised is a metric used in the annual review and 
promotion and tenure process, there is often little focus on the quality of advising. Lanyon said 
that he would like to see faculty recognized for quality advising. To that end, he brought a 
number of suggestions on how to increase focus on the quality of advising to SCEP for feedback. 
These ideas included: 

● Create suggested language about this issue for departments to consider when revising 
their 7.12 statements.  

● Ask faculty to include in their promotion and tenure dossier information on any best 
practices in graduate education they have implemented (advising statement, students 
prepare individual development plan, ensuring advisees have mentors, rate their own 
performance as an advisor, etc) in their advising. 

● Include a 360 review in the promotion and tenure dossier. 



● Ask former students to provide review letters as part of promotion review. 
 

The goal, summarized Lanyon is to make sure faculty know that the quality of advising is valued 
and important, and provide an explicit time for this to be discussed. 
 
SCEP members offered the following input: 

●  It would be good to include evaluation of equity/inclusivity issues, if possible Lanyon 
said that the 360 review could include that. 

● Will there be a way to mentor or train someone who finds out through this process that 
they are not a great advisor? Lanyon said that would be ideal, but would depend on the 
department. He emphasized that departments should communicate best practices from 
hire date and make it known that advising is important. Another option would be to 
institute a midstage review at about 2-3 years, to allow faculty to receive feedback so 
they can improve before they go up for promotion and tenure. 

● The ways in which graduate students are financially supported are often enmeshed with 
advising. How would this be evaluated and captured? Lanyon said that would hopefully 
come out in the 360 review. 

 
Overall, SCEP members were supportive of this idea and encouraged Lanyon to pursue it. 
 
2. S/N Petition 
Next, Chase turned the committee’s attention to a student petition to extend—through fall 2020 
and possibly beyond—the modifications to S/N policy that were implemented for spring 2020. 
He noted that Executive Vice President and Provost Rachel Croson had asked SCEP to advise 
her on this request. He then summarized feedback received from committee members prior to the 
meeting. Also provided to the committee prior to the meeting was a document, put together by 
Academic Support Resources, outlining a number of scenarios; and a resolution from the 
Minnesota Student Association (MSA) in support of the petition. 

 
The following points were raised during the committee’s discussion: 
 
Overall thoughts 

● Altering the process at this point in the semester creates inequity between students, sets 
up some students to experience negative consequences at a later time period, and will 
necessitate reducing current work responsibilities for those who will need to respond to 
dealing with changes (e.g., academic advisors, student service counselors, One Stop staff, 
etc.). 

● Understandable that this change may help alleviate mental health issues students are 
experiencing given the challenges of remote instruction and intensity of zoom learning. 
However, the extended deadline for selecting S/N grading for courses which offer an S/N 
grading option, which is already in place is a sufficient step. 

● Whatever is decided, it would be helpful if it could all be rolled out at once rather than 
constant changes. Continuous changes are hard for students to keep up with and really 
hard for advisors to respond to and communicate changing messaging. Some students 
missed opportunities offered in spring 2020 due to email overload. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vkrL3Vbmfs0dW4pUUZsLpZ1u7k4JTsxi/view?usp=sharing
https://provost.umn.edu/about-evpp/communications/update-sn-grading
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11i3vmZdOAbF3QE95eVV_kPUez9I9xNSClmvCGlTFIB0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1g2Gp9P28O40kewJXPKy708E5AyiFYrSz2Z4kcFnIgHI/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nnsdWo5fq_mQj5-0CFVJTNOIV1EYI4q_/view?usp=sharing


● Address spring semester 2021 now to avoid late changes and be proactive in helping 
students understand their options. 

● Consultation in advance would help prepare effective support for students and work 
through impacts.  

● Advisors are frustrated as they are doing their best to support students in the current 
semester and in planning for upcoming registration. These changes create a significant 
increase in questions and stress beyond the current semester challenges. 

● The Disability Resource Center on the Twin Cities campus supports the proposal. 
● Students are mounting similar petitions at many peer institutions. 
● Many departments are pausing graduate admissions this year. COVID-19 will change the 

higher education admissions landscape in ways that will make it difficult to use past 
precedent to anticipate how letter grades will affect admission. 

 
Change of grading basis up until a set date after the term starts  

● The deadline should align with another deadline such as withdrawal from classes or last 
day of instruction.  

● Do not put the deadline after grades are posted. Changing after grades are posted impacts 
the integrity of our grading system. This semester is different from spring as students 
were aware of modality prior to the semester starting and faculty had time to prepare. 

● A change in policy now will be unfair to students who already withdrew from their major 
courses and received a W when they could have waited to take it S/N and have it count.  

● Grade changes after the semester ends impact our ability to run academic standing and 
therefore impacts the timing of other related tasks. 

 
S/N grades accepted by majors and minors 

● Students are also struggling with major/minor courses so this would be beneficial 
● However, students may not consider the impact on graduate/professional programs and 

we cannot advise them on the national landscape.  
● S/N for major/minors impact Inter-College Transfers (ICT) and make it difficult to 

calculate technical GPA and second tier admission. 
● Confusion resulted from the different rules in spring 2020; as a result, petitions have been 

received to reverse requested changes to S/N grading. 
● Will we consider New Advanced Standing transfer credits as S/N similar to internal 

applicants? 
● How will this impact accreditation? How might it impact more specialized departmental 

accreditations?  
 
Inter-College Transfer processes accepted S/N grades for pre-reqs 

● Colleges are handling this differently right now. Although some could accept S/N to meet 
the prerequisite, they still require a minimum number of graded A-F courses. So, the 
more courses a student takes S/N, the longer it may take to be admissible and their 
technical GPA is based on far fewer courses. This creates conflicting messaging to 
students. Departments need some GPA to determine competitiveness. 

● A policy allowing S/N grades in majors/pre-reqs would create more consistency for all 
students vs. just those who reach out to ask for exceptions. 

 

https://policy.umn.edu/education/admissions


Lifting the limit of S/N courses 
● Agreement that if we are extending the S/N grading basis window then we should lift the 

S/N limit. 
 
Pause student academic suspensions 

● Suspending students is often in the best interest of a student. Delaying this becomes a 
disservice to students, allowing them to continue although not eligible to earn a degree, 
financial risks including increased debt and risk of no degree, vulnerability to 
Satisfactory Academic Progress rules and potential loss of financial aid. 

● Can we do a softer approach or case-by-case basis?  
 
Other thoughts 

● These are all concerns that advisors anticipated when this topic was first brought up again 
this fall. So, it would have been helpful to have these discussions before communicating 
any changes to students. We could have held off and had a more complete understanding 
of all of the impacts. We’ve already been responding to a lot of student questions given 
the current guidelines. If those all change, the frustration level is going to go through the 
roof as this could have been easily avoided by thinking the whole policy through first. 
Any information that is decided needs to be communicated with advisors and other 
front-line staff well before students see it. The advisors are bearing the brunt of most of 
this, on top of already heavy workloads. At some point we need to make a decision and 
stick with it.  

● The cycle of making a decision and then changing it is taking a toll on students and staff. 
It is creating an uncertainty and a distrust of what to believe. The cycle of change is 
creating an inequity for students. If they did not read the email correctly. If the advisor 
did not anticipate the new direction or was not able to get to the student quick enough. 

● Perhaps feedback can be provided to SCEP, that instead of managing this with S/N 
grades, that they might instead encourage faculty to be more flexible in their grading this 
fall and to take into consideration the challenges of online learning and online testing.  

● Three semesters of this will make it difficult for advisors in the future trying to verify that 
a student’s APAS is correct for degree clearance.  

 
As the time for the meeting had been exhausted, Chase called for a motion for adjournment, with 
the caveat that a special meeting of the committee would take place soon to continue this 
discussion. The motion prevailed and the meeting was adjourned. 
 
Amber Bathke 
University Senate Office 

 
 

https://onestop.umn.edu/finances/satisfactory-academic-progress-sap

